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Introduction
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Life expectancy of the world today?

We all make mistakes
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Life expectancy of the world today?
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2 billion children (0-15) in the world today.
How many in the year 2100 (acc. to the UN)?
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2 billion children (0-15) in the world today.
How many in the year 2100 (acc. to the UN)?
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Ten analytical 
commandments

of predicitions
and decision making

1. Don’t always expect (eternal) linearity

2.   Fear vs reality; focus on the latter

3.    Don’t underestimate low probabilites

& don’t overestimate high probablities

4-.  Strike a good balance between inside and       

outside views

5.     Beware of majorities

6. Beware of regression towards mean.

7. Do thorough post mortems of both success 

and failures.

8. Beware of confirmation bias

9. Bear in mind that the world is cosmic latté

10. Dare to look into the future – not too short 

/not too long
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1. Don´t always expect linearity
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2. Fear vs reality; 
focus on the latter
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3. Don’t underestimate low probabilites
Don’t overestimate high probabilities
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Inside view

80% chance of a Moderate right wing government 

with an 80% chance of liberalising rules

20% chance of a Moderate left wing government 

with a 20% chance of liberalising rules

Total probability Inside view analysis = 68%. 

➔ Very likely outcome

Outside view

What’s the normal likelihood for these major 

changes per industry within a parliament period:

=10%

70% Inside view:    x likelyhood: 68%     = 48%

+ 30% Outside view: x likelyhood: 10%:  = 3%

= 51%. 

➔ Coin flip

Chance of NIS-international crew onboard ships between Norway and Germany within 

the parliament period 2017-2021:

It’s impossible to lay down binding rules

4. Strike a good balance between inside and outside views
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5. Beware of majorities
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6. Beware of regression towards mean
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7. Do thorough post mortems of both success and failures.

➢ A success might be a lucky outcome of a 

mediocre idea/plan

➢ A failure might just be a tiny mistake away 

from triumph.
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8. Beware of confirmation bias

“Grant me the serenity to accept the evidence that falsifies my theories, 

the courage to use the evidence that justifies my theories, 

and the wisdom to know the difference”
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9. Bear in mind that the world is cosmic latté

➢ Evaluate arguments and counterarguments to the same extent

➢ Be as accurate as the problem permits. 
➢ A good poker player knows the difference between 55 and 60% probability of having the best hand

➢ Right balance between rigorous analysis and taking too long to make the call,

John Hopkins University
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10. Dare to look into the future – not too short /not too long

➢ We could fail to try to predict the predictable 

➢ or waste our time trying to predict the unpredictable

Andropov
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What the future might bring



>
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Ray Kurzweil;

➢ 1990: that a computer would defeat a world chess champion by 1998

➢ 1999: people would be able talk to their computer to give commands by 2009

➢ 2009: Digital objects such as books, music albums, movies, and software are 

rapidly distributed as data files through the wireless network in 2019, and typically 

do not have a physical object associated with them.
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Ray Kurzweil 2018;

➢ By the 2030s, virtual reality will begin to feel 100% real.

➢ By 2030, the Turing test being passed.

➢ By 2030, self-driving cars begin to take over the roads, and people won’t be 

allowed to drive on highways.

➔ We need to prepare for a completely different world
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Monthly revenue per passenger
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Monthly revenue per passenger
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Kilde: Data fra Seeyou: 2-4 besøk på hvert skip
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Customer insight

“We want to know the price per snus can.”

Focus shift ; package price ➔ price per item & stepwise discount model
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Snus receipts from Norway to Sweden
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Snus receipts from Norway to Sweden
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Customer insight

“It’s hardly any point for us (the Danes) to buy regular duty-free goods on board 

SuperSpeed as the prices are almost similar to home.”

➔ 20% price reduction in Tax-free Market on all weekend legs in 1st quarter on 

Larvik-Hirtshals

➔ 3-in-4 Danish adults are converted to duty free customers
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Customer insight

“We want more Norwegian confectionery”

“We fail to spot the difference between 200 

and 250 grams”

➔ Available domestic….
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Customer insight

2016; “We want Laura (Biagiotti)”

2017; “We want Laura (Biagiotti)”

2018; “We want Laura (Biagiotti)”

➔Laura EDT 50ml (YTD 2019); Top 6 out of 700 SKU’s in ladies’ fragrances.
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Employee insight

Employees; “We hardly have time to focus on guests in Tax-free Market.”

RFID – development 

Dream world  

– Cashier ➔ Seller
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Technological insight

Accenture show room, Milan
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Sharing insight
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Foodora

Thank you 

for listening,

Hjarrand Douglas Hillgaar


